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Philipp Keller and Mischa Ahrens, Janelia Farm Research Campus

Zebrafish Brain in Red and Blue

The blue/red image is a modified version of what became the cover art for the Nature 
Methods paper 





Mischa Ahrens, Janelia Farm Research Campus

Tile Zebrafish Brain





Kristin Branson, Philipp Keller and Mischa Ahrens of Janelia Farm Research Campus

Multi-color Zebrafish Brain

Each color represents activity at a point in time





Tara Arbab, University of Amsterdam

Deep Space Memory

This is a coronal slice of a mouse brain. The slice was stained with cresyl violet to color 
the neuronal cell bodies, highlighting the cortex and, beneath it, the beautifully 
laminated, curvy hippocampus. The activity of these hippocampal neurons is analyzed 
to study how animals experience and remember space. Preparations like this one are 
subsequently made to verify the site of the recording.

The slice was photographed with a digital camera mounted on an optical microscope, 
with adjusted lighting to invoke the colors and imagery of deep space photography. 
The neurons of the brain become the stars of a galaxy, illuminating the silhouette of 
the hippocampus: a shadowy trace of memory for space.





Xianshu Bai,University of Saarland

Cupid has not forgoSen your astrocyte 

A dividing cell from hGFAP-EGFP transgenic mouse brain slice, captured 
with confocal laser scanning microscope. Maximum intensity of z-stack 
picture is shown. Photo has been modified with ImageJ soVware. 





Melissa Barry, University of Otago

Pop-Art Cortical Motor Neuron

During my PhD I because engrossed in the analysis of pyramidal neurons from the motor 
cortex. Like Warhol deconstructed and immortalised the images of Liz Taylor and Marilyn 
Monroe, with neurons I deconstructed their electrophysiological recordings to 
investigate how they responded to different patterns of electrical stimulation. The 
different colours in this image represent how the response of a single neuron to different 
patterned stimuli is made up of multiple components, which should always be kept in 
mind when analysing data.

This image is of a pyramidal neuron that I recorded during my PhD from the motor cortex 
of a young adult wistar rat, using in vivo intracellular techniques at the Anatomy 
Department in the University of Otago, New Zealand.  This particular neuron was 
recorded from for 2 hours during which its resting activity and responses to theta-burst 
stimulation were recorded. The neuron was then filled with Biocytin and recovered using 
standard DAB techniques. This image was produced using Illustrator C5 software.





Nicolas Gutierrez-Castellanos & Daniela Camillo, Netherlands Institute for 
Neuroscience

Inside Marilyn’s mind 

The cerebellum is a key neural structure for motor control and procedural memory 
formation. After decades of investigation, a lot is known about its cyto-architecture 
and anatomy, which is highly preserved during evolution suggesting its efficient 
design and function as well as its importance. However, several aspects of how the 
cerebellum encode and decode motor information are still a mystery, reason for 
which, many neuroscientist focus their efforts in trying to better understand how this 
fascinating structure helps us to learn and control our motor skills during lifespan. In 
this picture, a mouse expressing tdTomato in Calretinin positive neurons has been 
subjected to Calbindin immunodetection to create this set of pictures with optical 
section using confocal microscopy.





Michele Colombo

The nature of the cortex

The surface of the brain is a structure composed of complex convolu_ons and sulci, 
with a paSern that is specific for every brain. The image is a collage of natural 
paSerns present throughout nature; in living organisms (corals, fungi, sponges, 
fossils, cac_, walnuts..) as well as in inorganic maSer (mud, flowstone, clouds..). 
This art-work is a reminder that our brain is a natural adap_ve and self-organising
structure, as opposed to the connec_onist view of the brain being a complicated, 
mechanis_c, sta_c circuitry.}





Gabrielle Deidda, Is_tuto Italiano di Tecnologia

The complexity of the brain

The picture shows neurons in the brain, the organ responsible of any our behavior, 
namely of what we are and we think, what we perceive from the world and how we 
interact with it. Although each animal species is different at behavioral level, neurons 
that are responsible share the same structure, which is unequivocally linked with their 
func_on. The technique used to render individually visible these neurons is called “in 
utero electropora_on”, as it allows to track neurons in their na_vity period, namely in 
intrauterine life. They appears as we see in the picture at the final matura_on state, 
namely when they reach their final posi_on in the brain and they will contribute to 
brain behaviors.





Gabrielle Deidda, Is_tuto Italiano di Tecnologia

See wave

The structure of the brain oVen gives us spectacular picture. As this sea wave in the 
cerebral cortex. This images was obtained by mans of an immunohistochemistry for 
the K+/Cl- co-transporters KCC2. 





Gabrielle Deidda, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia

Painting the source of memory

The hippocampus, a source for our memory, could be fascinatingly painted by 
beautiful GABAergic neurons, fundamental actors of its function. This image 
depicts parvalbuminergic neurons revealed by means of 
immunohistochemistry. 





Mieke de Jager, Vrije Universiteit Medical Center

Man in thought

With our brains, we think. Crucial for thinking is the blood supply in and to the 
brain. This picture represents a blood vessel in the brain of an Alzheimer’s disease 
mouse model with in green the enzyme tissue transglutaminase and in red its 
activity. Activity of this enzyme is associated with Alzheimer’s disease and may 
affect our cognition and hence our thinking capacity. The typical curving of the 
brain blood vessel in this picture shows a man in thought, and may even remind us 
of Rodin’s statue The Thinker.  





Alessandro De Leucio, University of Siena

The First Try

This image is the result of my very first try using brain diffusion tractrography. I 
created an incredible confusion between x-y-z coordinates but the result was 
definitely ar_s_c. 





Richard Gardner, University of Bristol

Spiralling through Sleep

While we are asleep, the brain remains highly active, and particularly during the state 
of non-REM sleep, it produces strong, rhythmic electrical oscillations, or ‘brainwaves’.  
One type of these oscillations is the ‘sleep spindle’, which in humans mainly occurs 
during the lighter stages of non-REM sleep, and can be measured using 
electroencephalography (EEG).  Sleep spindles are individual brief (0.5 – 3 seconds) 
periods of high amplitude 8-15 Hz waves, which are generated by the thalamocortical
system.  My work involves recording sleep spindles from the brains of sleeping rats.  
This computer-generated image shows a large number of sleep spindles from my raw 
data, which have been transformed into 3-dimensional spiral objects.  I chose to 
arrage these spiral objects into another, much larger spiral, to reflect the hierarchical 
levels of cyclic activity that occur in the brain during sleep.





Gabriel Girard, Université de Sherbrooke

Charge Carrier

Tractography is the algorithmic procedure that estimates white matter pathways using 
directional information from diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging. 
Tractography produces a sequence of tri-dimensional spatial points called a 
streamline. A streamline represents an estimate of the link between two anatomically 
connected brain regions. The image "Charge Carrier" shows thousands of these 
streamlines. They are colored by the local density of streamlines (low: red, medium: 
blue, high: white). Transparency is applied following the local density, making dense 
regions of streamlines appear through sparce regions. In the end, the image shows the 
estimated connectivity of the brain with emphasis on the density aspect of the 
streamlines distribution.





Gabriel Girard, Université de Sherbrooke

Integrated Circuit

Tractography is the algorithmic procedure that es_mates white maSer pathways 
using direc_onal informa_on from diffusion-weighted magne_c resonance 
imaging. Tractography produces a sequence of tri-dimensional spa_al points 
called a streamline. A streamline represents an es_mate of the link between two 
anatomically connected brain regions. The image "Integrated Circuit" shows 
thousands of these streamlines. They are colored by the local average length of 
streamlines (low: light blue, medium: green, high: brown). Transparency is 
applied following the local average length, making longer streamlines appear 
through shorter streamlines. In the end, the image shows the es_mated 
connec_vity of the brain with emphasis on the length aspect of the streamlines 
distribu_on.





Alex Gomez Marin, Champalimaud

Decision Timescapes

Similarity matrix of the behaviour of a mouse spontaneously exploring a novel 
environment. Both axes represent _me and colour scales with distance between 
video frames. Distance is es_mated via pixel intensity differences in pairwise frame 
comparisons. Every point in the decision _mescape captures a future-to-past 
rela_onship in the ac_on space of the animal. Locally and globally, this spa_al 
representa_on of _me maps all _mes at all lags onto a surface, allowing to visualise
the complete dynamics of individual animal behaviour, therefore being an excellent 
conceptual tool to quan_fy stereotypy, variability and crea_vity in "thinking 
maSer". Nothing makes sense in the brain except in the light of ac_on. The 
convolu_on of art and neuroscience provides here a new entry point to grasp the 
brain-body-behavior con_nuum; the extended mind expressed through beauty and 
measurement. 





Xiao Wei Wendy Gu, University of Cambridge

Motor Assembly

Humans and animals, alike, interact with their environments through voluntary 
movements. Motor neurons are the func_onal cellular units that control locomo_ve 
behaviours such as walking or crawling. The spinal motor neurons of a 13.5-day 
mouse embryo were gene_cally labeled with a fluorescent reporter and scanned 
using Op_cal Projec_on Tomography (OPT), an imaging technique that allows for 
the 3-dimensional (3D) reconstruc_on of developing organs or _ssues. In this image 
and accompanying movie, the motor neuron axons that innervate skeletal muscles 
can be seen at mul_ple levels of the animal’s body: the forelimbs, rib cage, and 
hindlimbs. By furthering our understanding of the fundamental principles 
underlying motor system assembly, we hope to provide therapeu_cs for 
neurodegenera_ve diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s 
disease).





Michelle Hunter, University of Cambridge

Cacophony

Fingernails on a chalkboard or the sound of screams are among noises that are the most unpleasant 
for a human to hear. What causes us to recoil when we hear such sensitive sounds? It is the result of 
what happens to the emotional (amygdala) and auditory areas of our brain when these sounds are 
heard. Studies have shown that attention to unpleasant sounds is heightened by the amygdala. That 
in effect increases our emotional reaction to hearing a screeching break as opposed to a soothing 
sound. A study done by Newcastle University identified 10 of the most unpleasant sounds from their 
experiment. The sound of chalk on a blackboard is in the top 5 and the composition of ‘Cacophony’ is 
painted as a blackboard.

The painted chalk-like drawings on the board show a number of examples of recoil sounds along with 
a brain. Other recoil sounds present are fingernails running down the blackboard, a knife on a bottle, 
squealing bicycle break, a woman screaming and a child crying. Within the brain is the amygdala 
highlighted in pink, the auditory cortex in blue and the section painted yellow represents its inner 
primary cortex associated with specific frequencies.

This painting is part of a larger series of artworks meant to educate the general public about the most 
complex organ in our bodies, one we don't really "think" about, our brain. This is achieved by taking 
research into complex brain functions such as memory, vision, decision making and others, and 
placing them in a conceptually appealing composition.





Alwin Kamermans, Netherlands Cancer Institute

N1E-115/TRPM7 Mouse neuroblastoma cells

Mouse neuroblastoma cells with a 2 fold overexpression of the cation channel 
TRPM7. The actin-cytoskeletal stained with Alexa Fluor® 488 Phalloidin. Fluorescent 
signal is viewed using a maximum projection, and a combination of intensity-map 
and a color-coded depth-map. æRed represents the highest position in the cell, 
going via orange, yellow, green and blue to white at the lowest position. Bright dots 
represent invadosomes, tiny actin-rich cell protrusions with the ability to adhere 
and dissolve the extracellular matrix.  Overexpression of TRPM7 results in an 
increased number of these invadsomes which results in more invasive cells.





Joschua Knüppe

Silvanian Neuroanatomy: A brain created by a brain

The work I’m submiWng here is part of a bigger project in which I create the biosphere of an 
extraterrestrial moon, 48 light-years from years, named Silvanus.
In this case I dealt with the central nerve system of the two major animal groups of Silvanus, the 
Pseudoathropods and the silvanian Vertebrates (which have no official name yet). You see here two 
simplified depic`ons of such “brains” and their places in the bodies of the aliens. Beside the overall 
aesthe`c form of the organs I thought long about the func`on of the brains. 

Silvanian Vertebrates evolved in total darkness in the up to 15 km deep global ocean of Silvanus. Here, 
were eyes become useless, the animals find different ways to sense their environment. Typical for a 
animal like Dubiobrachius atrox or Diablocongri are the massive bulges at the side of the brain. Here the 
animals process the informa`on of the lateral line organ, which covers 20% of the skin surface of such 
animal, but also the input of electro receptors. Two nerve cells from this region can be seen on the 
right.

The “brain” on the right is that of Pachytholus, a massive plant-eater which inhabit the endless 
swimming forests of Silvanus. In difference to the abyssal monsters under their feet they have excellent 
eyesight which is also visible in the form of their central nerve system. The visual system, represented 
by two large club-shaped projec`ons is one of the largest regions of the brain. Another interes`ng 
feature is the second small brain near the base of the tail which is important for the movements of this 
less armored body part.





The Trumpeting Brain

Alexander Leemans, University Medical Center Utrecht

With its unique ability to investigate white matter (WM) tissue architecture in vivo, 
fiber tractography (FT) is the preferred approach for investigating the brain’s structural 
connectivity. While FT plays a key role in studying WM fiber bundles, it suffers from 
limitations and imperfections which, if not adequately addressed, will have a 
profound impact on the validity of neuroscientific findings. Since WM pathways 
reconstructed with FT are known to be sensitive to data noise, there is a need to 
improve our understanding of the reliability of their configuration. In the image, WM 
fiber tract pathways are shown with different colors and widths to emphasize the 
local degree of uncertainty along their trajectories. More specifically, yellowish colors 
and large tract widths represent a higher uncertainty than reddish colors and small 
tract widths. From this type of visualization one can appreciate the lower reliability 
(see the trumpet-shaped ending of a fiber tract) when pathways are projecting into 
the cortical regions, which are known to have a more complex architectural 
organization than the coherently aligned WM fiber bundles. 





Prisca Leferink, Vrije Universiteit Medical Center

Monsters in the lab

This is a differentiation of human embryonic stem cells towards brain cells, where the 
green staining represents beta-3-tubulin, and the blue is dapi staining. I personally 
saw some resemblance with ‘Mike’ from the film “Monsters Inc.’, hence the title. The 
magnification is 5x.





Prisca Leferink, Vrije Universiteit Medical Center

Fireworks of neuroscience

This picture is also a differen_a_on of human embryonic stem cells towards brain 
cells. Clusters are plated, with cells growing out of it. The green is this _me GFAP, 
where beta-3-tubulin is red in this picture. The nuclei are dapi-blue again, and the 
magnifica_on is also 5x. To me it looked like exploding fireworks.





Prisca Leferink, Vrije Universiteit Medical Center

Enter the Gate of Neuroscience

This picture Is the result of a magne_c sor_ng of mouse forebrain cells. The red is NG2 
staining, the green is again GFAP. The magnifica_on is 20x. The shape of the red cell 
looks like a gate, in which the green ones want to enter, which explains the name of 
the picture.  





Carlyn Mar_na Mamber, Netherlands Ins_tute for Neuroscience

New Horizons

The brain holds all of our experiences – where we have been, who we have met, 
and what has impacted us. This image is taken from a brain region located along the 
walls of the lateral ventricle, called the subventricular zone. This dynamic region is 
home to adult neural stem cells which give rise to neuroblasts (or immature 
neurons) throughout a life_me. At face, this is a picture of intermediate filament 
proteins (GFAPa, GFAPd, nes_n) and nuclei in the adult mouse subventricular zone. 
But it is overlaid with the Gulf of Mexico, South American pigments, chalk, saffron, 
Amsterdam street lights, tree rings, and Dutch tulip fields. These things represent 
the eclec_c experiences that influence and shape our past, present, and future.





Alexandre Moreau, University College London

The wires of perception 

Pyramidal neurons and their dendrites visualized in the visual cortex of a mouse brain 
(two photon laser-scanning microscopy and patch clamp).

With this image, I wanted to show how magnificent and intriguing are the elementary 
processing units of the mammalian central nervous system. The image shows three "Layer 
5 pyramidal neurons” visualized ex-vivo, in a coronal slice from the mouse brain 
containing the primary visual cortex. The striking morphology of the neurons is revealed 
by a fluorescent dye (Alex 594) injected into each cell via a patch clamp pipette (seen on 
the bottom-right corner of each neuron) and excited with a 820nm laser. Pyramidal 
neurons constitute the principal cell type in the brain and are involved in sensory 
information processing, cognition and memory. This photomicrograph was taken during 
ex vivo calcium imaging experiments where I measured action potential-evoked calcium 
signals in the distal dendrites (or tufted dendrites) under various neuromodulatory states 
(eg. activation of somatic cholinergic receptors). Z-stack maximum projection image 
processed in Image J and coloured with speudocolors LUT "Red hot".





Christian Moritz, University of Kaiserslautern

Ember and Ice

Description of content: coronal section of the cerebellum. Fluorescence microscopic 
imaging. Green: neurofilament heavy isoform, mainly around the purkinje cells; red: 
vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (vGluT1), mainly in the molecular layer, blue: 4',6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), marks nuclei, mainly in the granular layer





Cynthia Peng, Na`onal Ins`tute of Health

Portraits of the Natural Brain

Ogen `mes, nature imitates itself. A neural structure only micrometers wide mimics shapes of 
organisms in the wilderness that are percep`ble with the naked eye. Conversely, the awe-inspiring 
mammoth forms found in the wild are evoca`ve of neural paherns a scien`st would be interested in 
studying under a microscope. I aim to capture these dichotomous forms in order to educate through 
unconven`onal visualiza`ons. 

• Center: Neuron - formed from the varied colorings of cracks in ice
• Top: Spinal Column - tree trunk; Corpus Callosum - banana leaf’s branching colora`ons represents 

fibers emana`ng from a central midline; Cor`cal Layers - natural gradient of white sands; Sulci & 
Gyri - canyon giving way to a river mimics the folding of the cortex

• Bohom: Cerebral Aqueduct - waterfall symbolizing cerebrospinal fluid flowing from 3rd ventricle to 
the spinal cord; Ventricle - geothermal hot springs; Astrocytes - starlike daisies; Dendrite -
evergreen overlooking the Con`nental Divide

My presenta`on has a twofold purpose. For the general audience, to serve as an introduc`on to the 
fascina`ng structures that make up our nervous system - portraying the brain as not encased in a black 
box, but a vibrant and ac`ve organ whose cons`tuent parts emulate natural forms we see regularly. 
For scien`sts, to encourage personal and professional reflec`on about how our environment 
inadvertently connects with our work and integrates seamlessly with our passion.





Nadia Rubia Ferreira, University of Sao Paolo (in collaboration with Miso 
Mitkovski, Fernando E. Padovan-Neto, Harry W. M. Steinbusch, Elaine Del 
Bel)

Nitrergic and serotoninergic systems interaction on dorsal raphe nucleus

Immunofluorescence photomicrographs with double staining for tryptophan 
hydroxylase (TPH) and neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) on dorsal raphe 
nucleus. A: Cellular nuclei are shown in blue (Hoechst); B: TPH 
immunoreactive cells are shown in green; C: nNOS positive cells are shown in 
red; D: Overlayed image of both immunostainings shows cells that colocalize 
for TPH and nNOS.





Laura Perlini, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia

Brain Forest

Pyramidal neurons layer II/III somatosensory cortex (mouse P7) electroporated in 
utero at E15.5 with a vector expressing the fluorescent protein tdTomato. 
Maximum projection of confocal Z-stack.





Adriana Petriz, Na_onal Autonomous University of Mexico

Tiny astrocyte processes.

This is a microphotography of an astrocyte with three days in culture, expressing 
the fluorescent mCherry protein.  Because de mCherry protein is soluble, it is 
possible to visualize the small astrocyte processes and delimit all the cell body.





Muhammad Liaquat Raza, Charite University of Medicine

Patched Purkinji

These are images obtained while op_cal s_mula_on of slice from adult rat in 
which purkinji cell is beau_fully patched.







Aura Rengifo, Gerardo Santamaría, Jorge Rivera, Orlando Torres-Fernandez
Ins_tuto Nacional de Salud

Neuronal Storm

Synapses in pyramidal neurons of the layer II and III of mouse cerebral cortex.
Cells stained with Golgi-Colonnier method, the image was reconstructed from
28 planes of focus. The stacking of images and color inversion was performed 
using Photoshop soVware. Photomicroscope Zeiss Axiophot (400X)





Aura Rengifo, Gerardo Santamaría, Jorge Rivera, Orlando Torres-Fernandez
Instituto Nacional de Salud

Pyramidal neurons in layer III of the mouse cerebral cortex processed by Golgi 
technique. 

(a) Neuron from normal tissue. 
(b) Neuron from rabies-infected tissue. 
Note the decrease in the length and the number of dendritic branches (arrows). 
These alterations illustrate pathologicals changes no observed by conventional 
histological.

The image was reconstructed from different planes of focus.
Photomicoscope Zeiss Axiophot (400X).





Lars Bjoern Riecken,Fritz Lipmann Institute

I (heart) Neuroscience

The image showcases the beautiful anatomical architecture of developing 
mouse cerebellum. Purkinje cells haven been stained for Calbindin (in red), DAPI 
has been used to counterstain nuclei. The image has been created by mirroring 
and arranging four copies of one sagital section taken at postnatal day 9. 





Andrea Sieber, University of Bern

Shoo_ng stars enlighten intrathalamic plas_city 

These are two inverted biocy_n-stained thalamocor_cal cells in one thalamic nuclei of 
the rat whisker system that is called the posterior medial nucleus. The stained axon 
projects to the region of the thalamic re_cular nucleus. These two nuclei are 
reciprocally connected and play a crucial role in regula_ng thalamic ac_vity. In these 
patch-clamp experiments the long-term plas_city of inhibitory inputs to the 
thalamocor_cal cells were studied and resulted in a non- Hebbian form of inhibitory 
long-term poten_a_on. This inhibitory long-term poten_a_on might be involved in 
sleep state-dependent modula_on of thalamic informa_on processing and thalamic 
oscilla_ons. For corresponding electrophysiological data see Sieber et al, J Neurosci, 
2013, 33(40):15675-85. 







Zhivko von Stoev

The Anthropic Principle Technique: Collage

This project is titled: "The Anthropic Principle". It shows Nature of the brain in its 
complexity. Viewing is simultaneously from different perspectives at several levels 
and indicates a metamorphosis of bio -chemical, -magnetic, energetic, and 
spiritual (mental) Processes. The artwork has numerous details and variations. The 
composition is encrypted in a certain manner. source: UCLouvain, Neuro-
Programmer.de, die Welt, Fotolia/S.K., Nationalgeographic .de, npr.org, Max 
Planck Institute Leipzig 







Joanna Szczurkowska, Italian Institute of Technology

Hippocampus on Fire

The picture represents migrating pyramidal neurons in mouse hippocampus at 
postnatal day 0 in vivo. Neurons were marked with fluorescent protein using three-
electrode device for in utero electroporation. The three-electrodes device allows for 
transfection with high efficiency brain regions like hippocampus, cerebellum, visual-, 
prefrontal- and motor cortex. 

Neurons marked in red represent Dentate Gyrus and CA3 region. Cells in orange are 
neurons in CA1 region and cells in yellow represent neurons located in Subiculum.





Alan Urban, INSERM

Is brain vasculature more important than neurons? 

The images presented here were obtained using func_onal micro-Doppler 
Sonography (fmDS), a recently developed imaging method for monitoring brain 
hemodynamics in vivo in chronic condi_ons. All images correspond to a complete 
scan of a rat brain that was performed in less than 30s from the front to the back part 
of the skull in both coronal (Rows 1 to 4 from the top) and sagiSal (last 2 boSom 
rows) planes. Grey images are B-mode image, which displays a two- dimensional 
cross-sec_on of the _ssue being imaged. Colored (orange) images are micro-Doppler 
images showing the brain vasculature at an unprecedented resolu_on (80μm) 
including all the penetra_ng arterioles and venules in the cortex, a less perfused 
region corresponding to the white maSer, and subcor_cal regions (hippocampus, 
thalamus) containing vessels oriented in many direc_ons. This modality allow 
recording of cerebral blood volume (CBV) in the cortex but also in deeper subcor_cal 
structures without causing any brain inflamma_on or neuronal death. 





Susanne van Veluw, Utrecht University Medical Center

Brain Naviga_on 

Finding your way through an old rusty brain, using Google maps.





Susanne van Veluw, Utrecht University Medical Center

The rusty brain 

An immunohistological slice of human cortex, where two microinfarcts can be 
discerned and numerous astrocytes (GFAP). This pathological slice of cortex 
resembles an old rusty brain.





Lauren Traetto1, Bryan Alvarez2, Kirstie Whitaker3

1Vouched Books; FANZINE; Coconut books 
2UC Berkeley; Mind My Education
3University of Cambridge

50 Shades in White and Grey

Synesthesia is a neurological phenomenon in which senses overlap and combine 
together, and here we feature a blending of art, language and science. The poem was 
created by a grapheme-colour synesthete and demonstrates her own unique colored
alphabet. Instead of seeing letters in black and white, each is associated with a specific 
color. Similar to synesthesia (but not quite the same), metaphors in the poem require the 
reader to blend their sensory landscape of memories and concepts in their mind: a skill 
at which synesthetes are particularly adept. In a recent study, Whitaker and colleagues 
demonstrated categorical differences in the white matter microstructure of grapheme-
color synesthetes compared to non-synesthete controls. They also showed a correlation 
between the synesthetes' brain anatomy and how vividly they could imagine certain 
images or scenarios. The brain images featured here are taken from this study with the 
colors representing different, statistically significant results (Figure 5, Whitaker et al, 
NeuroImage 2014).





Movies





Michael Cohen, University of Amsterdam

Complementary contempla_ons

The electrical ac_vity of the human brain is highly dynamic and changes very quickly. 
Shown here are head maps of local increases (red) and decreases (blue) in electrical 
ac_vity. The movie is sped up by a factor of ten -- the en_re video actually shows less 
than one second of brain ac_vity. 





Gabriel Girard, Université de Sherbrooke

Integrated Circuit 360

Tractography is the algorithmic procedure that estimates white matter pathways 
using directional information from diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance 
imaging. Tractography produces a sequence of tri-dimensional spatial points called 
a streamline. A streamline represents an estimate of the link between two 
anatomically connected brain regions. The video "Integrated Circuit 360" shows 
thousands of these streamlines. They are colored by the local average length of 
streamlines (low: light gray, medium: gray, high: black). Transparency is applied 
following the local average length, making longer streamlines appear through 
shorter streamlines. In the end, the video shows the estimated connectivity of the 
brain with emphasis on the length aspect of the streamlines distribution.





Xiao Wei Wendy Gu, University of Cambridge

Motor Assembly

Humans and animals, alike, interact with their environments through voluntary 
movements. Motor neurons are the functional cellular units that control 
locomotive behaviours such as walking or crawling. The spinal motor neurons of a 
13.5-day mouse embryo were genetically labeled with a fluorescent reporter and 
scanned using Optical Projection Tomography (OPT), an imaging technique that 
allows for the 3-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of developing organs or tissues. 
In this image and accompanying movie, the motor neuron axons that innervate 
skeletal muscles can be seen at multiple levels of the animal’s body: the forelimbs, 
rib cage, and hindlimbs. By furthering our understanding of the fundamental 
principles underlying motor system assembly, we hope to provide therapeutics for 
neurodegenerative diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig’s 
disease).



Available online @ : h3p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMKlPDBRJ1E



Title:
A Day in the Life of a Motor Protein

By:
Josta Kevenaar & Marleen van Coevorden
Utrecht University

Descrip_on:
In this short movie we follow John, a motor protein, during his journey through a 
neuron and the challenges he meets while performing his task of delivering his 
package to a specific site in the nerve cell.

RESUB: h)p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMKlPDBRJ1E



Kroon



Title:
Up Close and Personal

By:
Tim Kroon
VU CNCR

Description:
Morphology and electrophysiology of a layer 2/3 pyramidal cell from the occipital 
cortex of a 43-year-old man. The movie starts with a view of the full neuron and the 
action potentials it fires in response to a current step. We then zoom in to a 3D 
reconstruction of the cell's smallest morphological features, dendritic spines, and see 
the excitatory synaptic currents that these spines receive. All morphological and 
physiological measurements were recorded from the same cell. The brain shown at 
the start and end of the video is an adapted version of an MRI image of the author's 
own brain.





Title:
A Hug to Remember

By:
Julia Margherita Kurps Farina
VU CNCR

Descrip_on:
Neurons and astrocytes: a match not made in heaven, but in the brain and in our case 
in a Petri dish. The interplay of both cell types is an essen_al requirement for normal 
brain func_on. Our focus lies on the hippocampus, where memories are formed, 
stored and modified. To illustrate this vital harmony and meaningful embrace, the 
movie features a glia cell (leV boSom corner) and a hippocampal neuron (right top 
corner), both cultured from an embryonic mouse brain. A morphology marker, shown 
in blue, visualizes the outline of both cells. The red signal corresponds to intercellular 
cell contacts in the hippocampal neuron and func_ons as an addi_onal morphology 
marker in the glia cell. The green channel is used is visualize secretory vesicles which 
are generated in the soma of the neuron and transported along its neurites. Upon 
specific s_muli those vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane (visualized by an 
increase in the fluorescence of the puncta). While fusing, secretory vesicles release 
their neuromodulatory content and thereby communicate with astrocytes and other 
neurons. This process is essen_al for cell survival and brain ac_vity. 





Leemans

Title:
The Trumpeting Brain

By:
Alexander Leemans
UMC Utrecht

Description:
With its unique ability to investigate white matter (WM) tissue architecture in vivo, 
fiber tractography (FT) is the preferred approach for investigating the brain’s structural 
connectivity. While FT plays a key role in studying WM fiber bundles, it suffers from 
limitations and imperfections which, if not adequately addressed, will have a 
profound impact on the validity of neuroscientific findings. Since WM pathways 
reconstructed with FT are known to be sensitive to data noise, there is a need to 
improve our understanding of the reliability of their configuration. In the image, WM 
fiber tract pathways are shown with different colors and widths to emphasize the 
local degree of uncertainty along their trajectories. More specifically, yellowish colors 
and large tract widths represent a higher uncertainty than reddish colors and small 
tract widths. From this type of visualization one can appreciate the lower reliability 
(see the trumpet-shaped ending of a fiber tract) when pathways are projecting into 
the cortical regions, which are known to have a more complex architectural 
organization than the coherently aligned WM fiber bundles. 



Leuze 2D

This video (3d version) was also presented at the Ars Electronica FesNval 2013
A shorter version is available on youtube @ h3p://youtu.be/jtwKYvI8tVG and on vimeo @ vimeo.com/79340161

It also parNcipated in the Neurovision Film Contest @ Bernstein Conference 2013 (no win)



Title:
Fire and Wire

By:
Christoph Leuze, Alfred Anwander, Katja Heuer, Ahmad Kanaan
Ralph Schurade, Joachim BoeSger, Tom Fritz (Tommy Manko in the credits)
Max Planck Ins_tute for Human Cogni_ve and Brain Sciences in Leipzig

Descrip_on:
The movie was en_rely (data acquisi_on, visualiza_on, 3D, sound) produced by 
scien_sts from the Max Planck Ins_tute and shows in several parts the anatomy 
(anatomical MR scans), the func_on (res_ng state fMRI and task based MEG) and the 
connec_vity (Diffusion tensor, Orienta_on distribu_on func_ons and Fiber tracking) 
inside the brain.

This video (3d version) was also presented at the Ars Electronica Festival 2013
A shorter version is available on youtube @ http://youtu.be/jtwKYvI8tVG and on vimeo @ vimeo.com/79340161

It also participated in the Neurovision Film Contest @ Bernstein Conference 2013 (no win)





Title:
Adoration of the Magi

By:
Marco Brondi
Scuola Normale Superiore and Istituto Nanoscienze - CNR

Description:
Magi travel along layer II/III inside a mouse head guided by SR 101-filled extracellular 
field pipette, toward the place where the King of astrocytes descended on earth.

Sequence acquired with in vivo two-photon imaging of bulk loaded visual cortex 
(oregon green bapta 1: GREEN, sulforhodamin 101: RED), coronal section obtained 
from digital reconstruction of a z series. the field pipette is visualized in red. 





Title:
Neuro Naviga_on 

By:
Susanne van Veluw
UMC Utrecht

Descrip_on:
Finding your way through the brain using Google naviga_on.





Title:
BRA1N 5T0RM

By:
Yuliya Yoncheva & Krishna Somandepalli
New York University Langone Medical Center

Description:
Reading acquisition leads to a remarkable functional transformation: left fusiform 
regions become tuned for visual words in one's native language. After numerous 
years of consistent practicing, simply viewing a word automatically triggers a cascade 
of neural events and within one fifth of a second (200 ms!) the fluent reader has 
recognized the word and their eyes have moved on to the next. 
Here in the bottom panel we show a time-lapse movie of high-density event-related 
potentials time-locked to the onset of a visual word. Note the negativity (blue) over 
left occipito-temporal regions around 170 ms following word onset. Our artistic 
rendering, movie speed and design were chosen to highlight the tempest of a storm. 
The top panel illustrates the corresponding Global Field Power (strength of response 
across all channels) over time.  The title emphasizes that skilled readers can fluently 
recognize frequent words not only across different fonts but even within a mix of 
symbols, all this without effortful conversion of individual symbols/letters.


